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Today’s Discussion

� How Did We Get Here?
� The Current State of Affairs
� Surviving and Thriving in the Current Environment
� The Role of Career Colleges
� The Imperative of Innovation
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How Did We Get Here?



Change

Change has always been a fundamental element of the 
human condition. The current pace of change is 
unprecedented.

� Technological Change
� Social Change
� Organizational Change

Change has never been as disruptive as it is now.
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How Change Has Changed

� When the efficient steam engine was developed in the 1700s, 
average life expectancy was 37 years and steam was the driving 
force in industry and business for around 100 years. 

� When the combustion engine and electricity were harnessed in 
the mid-1800s, life expectancy was around 40 years and these 
technologies dominated the workplace for about another century.

� In today’s digital age, there are multiple fundamental changes 
within a decade and life expectancy is now nearly 80 years!
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In the Age of Accelerations, we’re going from a 
model of “learn, work, retire” to a model of “learn, 
work, learn, work, learn, work.” Heather McGowan



Pace of Disruptive Technological Change
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Date Invention Years To Mass Use
1873 Electricity 46
1876 Telephone 35
1886 Gas Automobile 55
1906 Radio 22
1926 Television 26
1975 PC 16
1983 Mobile Phone 13
1994 The Web 4
2000 Online Banking 3
2007 iPod 3
2004 Facebook 2
2007 Twitter/Instagram, etc. 1
2010 Uber 1

Slide Adapted from Mark Milliron, League for Innovation



The Most Disruptive Change of All
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Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning

Robotics Mixed/Virtual Reality Cloud Computing

• Not just task replacement, but role replacement
• Computers learning without human involvement
• Combined robotics, M/V reality, and cloud computing
• “Singularity”

Two Implications for Career Colleges: 
What and How We Teach
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Frozen 
yogurt 

served by a 
robot!



The Current Reality: 
The Greatest Challenges Since WWII

The Eight Year Contraction in Higher Education

� Demographics (Declining Birthrates)
� Economy (Low Unemployment)
� Economics (Cost of Education and Debt)
� Societal Opinions about Higher Education
� Alternatives to College Programs

Demographics will not reverse the current trend until about 
2028—and then only marginally.
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Although the 
declines are more 
pronounced in the 
Midwest and 
Northeast, student 
populations have 
declined in 34 
states and that will 
spread further as 
high school 
graduation rates 
continue to 
decrease.



School Mergers and Closures

Some substantial number of institutions will not survive in their current 
state:

� 1,000,000 fewer students in Career Colleges since mid 2000s 
(3,000,000 fewer overall since 2010). 300,000 fewer since last year!

� About 125 for-profits (hundreds of campuses) have closed in the last 
two years.

� 7% enrollment decline in four year, for-profits since 2017
� About 50 private and public non-profits are merging or closing per year.
� 1,200 colleges total have closed since 2014.
� 2,000 campus locations have closed since 2010.

At current rates, at least 250 private, non-profits will close by 2028 and a 
potentially higher number of for-profits could close in the same period.
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Demographics

� We are in the “trough” of previous declining birthrates, with 
the bottom coming in 2026 and a continuing downward 
trend through at least 2036

� Below the “replacement rate” of 2.1 live births since 1971
� Lowest ever birth rate in 2018 (1.72)
� If nothing changes, enrollment could decline by an 

additional 15% between 2025 and 2029 alone*

“The [birth] rate has generally been below replacement since 1971 and 
consistently below replacement for the last decade,” – CDC
*Research by Nathan Grawe at Carlton College
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The Economy

“Full” Employment
� Record low unemployment overall (3.7%)
� 2.4% for those aged 45 to 54
� 8.3% for those 18 – 24
� Minority rate: 4.4% – 6.2%

Statistically, anyone looking for a job has one, but the 
majority of those previously unemployed now make less 
money and have less job security.
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The Great Recession

� Decimated family wealth
� Decreased family income
� Decimated mid-tier university endowments
� Shrank the middle class
� Shrank state funding for higher ed by 9 billion

The effects of 2008 are still with us as both wealth and 
income are lower today than 10 years ago for the majority of 
Americans.
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Struggling Through Good Times

Despite a statistically “strong” economy, individuals and organizations are 
feeling stress usually associated with recessionary times:

� The value of employment today is less than before the Great 
Recession for over half of all Americans.

� Massively unequal distribution of wealth and liquidity
� Forty percent of American adults don’t have enough savings to cover a 

$400 emergency expense such as an unexpected medical bill, car 
problem or home repair.

� Forty-three percent of households aren’t earning enough to cover the 
combined costs of housing, food, childcare, health care, transportation 
and a cellphone. 

� Forty-Four percent earn $18,000 or less annually.
� 57,000,000 workers (about a third) are in the gig economy.
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Economics

The cost of education has exceeded customer elasticity.
� Tuition has increased 40% in the last ten years 
� Since 1989, tuition has doubled, after inflation (eight times 

faster than increases in wages)
� Total student debt is now $1.5 trillion (exceeding both credit 

card and auto loan debt)
� Average student debt is now over $37,000 per person and 

roughly 20% of students owe more than $100,000 dollars
� Half of all borrowers are making interest-only payments

Many students now feel that the ROI is either not positive 
enough or actually negative. 
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Diminishing State Support

� State appropriations per full-time student have fallen from an inflation-
adjusted $8,489 in 2007 to $7,642 in 2017 (most recent data).

� The portion of university budgets that come from students has risen to 
$6,572 from $4,817 over the same 10 years, or from about 1/3 to 1/2 of 
the cost of attendance.

� States collectively cut spending to colleges and universities by 16 
percent in real terms ($9 billion) between 2008 and 2017.

� Per-student funding in Alabama, Arizona, Illinois, Louisiana, New 
Mexico, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania and South Carolina fell by more than 
30%.

� The U.S. has fallen from 10th to 13th internationally in number of 25 to 
34 yr. olds with a post-secondary credential.

- State Higher Education Executive Officers (SHHEO)
- Center on Budget and Policy Priorities (CBPP)
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Opinions About Higher Education

Overall societal opinions about higher education are trending 
negative.

� Gallup Survey (declining confidence)
� Pew Survey (wrong direction)
� Harvard Survey (student debt is a major problem, source of 

enrollment decision)*

* Millenials under 30
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Alternatives to College and Degrees

Growing move away from college degrees

� Short Courses
¡ Industry certifications
¡ Boot camps

� On the Job Training
¡ Ab-initio training
¡ Apprenticeships
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Graduate certificates 
are growing at a rate 
six times faster than 

masters degrees.

- Education Advisory Board



In-House Industry Training

Automotive
� Advance Auto Parts/Carquest
� BWM STEP

Plumbing/Welding
� Pipefitters 208 (free school with paid apprenticeship)

Health Care
� Atrium Health
� Baptist Health

Aviation
� Luftansa
� Jet Blue

Transportation/Trucking
� Knight, Swift, Schneider (tuition subsidized, paid position)
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Industry has determined 
that the cost of in-house 
education is less than the 
cost of unfilled positions 

and  in-demand skills gaps.



Alternatives to College and Degrees

� Google and Facebook no longer require bachelor’s 
degrees for employment.

“I don’t think a four-year degree is necessary to be proficient 
in coding. I think that is an old, traditional view.”
Tim Cook, Apple CEO 
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Amazon’s $700M Bet

� Amazon will begin an internal initiative this year that will re-train at least 
100,000 employees at a cost of nearly three quarters of a billion dollars.

� They will use and build on existing corporate education resources.

� The training is primarily based on preparing employees to integrate with 
automation, as well as data mapping, data mining, cyber security and logistics.

� In 2019 Amazon is averaging 20,000 open positions per day.
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Amazon will also offer free computer engineering 
training to any employee that wants it, regardless 
of position.



What is Happening with Enrollment

The greatest year over year enrollment declines are in:

� Small private nonprofits and four year for-profits (about 7%)
� Community colleges and mid-tier publics are also down, 3.4% and 1%
---
� Enrollment of Black students is down 13% since 2010
� Private school “yield” is down substantially
� Enrollment declines are largest in the Northeast and Midwest
� The strongest enrollment demand is in large, “flagship” publics and very 

elite privates, as well as “innovative” publics with unique models.
� Shift away from “passion” programs to strong career programs
� Proprietary schools with strong student value proposition, industry 

relationships and outcomes are doing well
� Significant shift from volume to conversion on the front end
� Shift to non-accredited/industry entry level training
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Cracks in the Foundations of Modern Higher Education

The Basis of Modern Higher Education
� GI Bill
� Pell Grants (and Subsidized Loans)
� State Funding for Public Institutions
� Accreditation (standardization)

Proprietary Education
� 1965 Higher Education Act
� National Accreditation
� Regulation Based on Tax Status
� Schools as Investment Vehicles/Businesses

There is nothing new about proprietary education. That is how post-
secondary vocational education began in the U.S.
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Potential Policy Game 
Changers:

• Tuition-Free College
• Loan Forgiveness
• Alternative 

Accreditation Criteria
• Gainful Employment
• 90/10
• End of Public Support 

for For-Profits



Changes in Proprietary Education

Over the Last Ten or So Years

� Significant declines in margins (mid 30s to mid teens)
� Shift in spending from Marketing and Admissions to Student 

Services/Academics, and Compliance
� Slight decrease in loan volume; large decrease in number of borrowers
� Lower investment in professional development and new programs
� Shift in ownership structure (away from publicly traded and PE)
� Schools operating “on the edge” and many closures
� Not-for-profit conversions
� Growth in OPMs and service providers (blurring the lines)
� Slightly improved regulatory environment
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A N D  H O W  W E  M U S T  C H A N G E  T O  B R I N G  V A L U E …
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Why Career Colleges Matter



CECU In Demand Skills Research
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� Healthcare
� HVAC(R)
� Cosmetology
� Transportation/Logistics/Materials Moving
� Information Technology
� Manufacturing
� Culinary Arts
� Automotive/Diesel Mechanics 

These industries 
represent the highest 
percentage of career 

college graduates in the 
respective fields.

Career Colleges are 
better placed than any 
other sector to meet 

these needs.

Full report at: https://wallacekpond.com/in-demand-skills-report/

https://wallacekpond.com/in-demand-skills-report/


Fundamental Influences on Schools

� New Functional Skills (Technical, Human, Business)
� Hybrid Jobs
� Industry Training for Entry Level Employees
� Continuous Post-Graduate Training
� Technology/Automation As Core to Curriculum
� Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning
� Shift in Credentialing
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Programs in which a Majority of Graduates 
Come from Private Sector Schools
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� There are many fields in which over half of all 
employees are career college Grads:
¡ Cosmetology/Barbering
¡ LAN/WAN networking
¡ Culinary Arts
¡ Allied Health
¡ Recording Arts
¡ Dental Assisting
¡ HVAC
¡ Technical/Professional Diving

Many other fields 
account for a third up to 
a half of all employees.



Impact of Private Sector 
Career Colleges and Universities on Society
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Sector role in quality of life and societal infrastructure and 
security

� Over three quarters of all renal dialysis technicians,
� Nearly half of electrocardiograph technicians, 
� Over half of all phlebotomists and pharmacy technicians, 
� Ninety-five % of all long-term care managers, 
� 100% percent of all vehicle emissions inspection and 

maintenance technician graduates, 

come from private sector institutions.



Impact on National Infrastructure
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As it relates to societal infrastructure: 
� 80% of network/LAN technicians/administrators
� 79% of electrical/electronics maintenance and repair 

technicians 
� 55% of HVAC maintenance specialists, 
� 48% of all commercial and truck drivers
� 40% of aircraft mechanics
� nearly 30% of auto mechanics 
are trained in career colleges and universities. 
In short, key facets of U.S. communications, information technology, physical 
plant, and transportation infrastructure are dependent on private sector 
colleges and universities and their graduates to function on a daily basis. 



Impact on Quality of Life
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As it relates to quality of life/consumer options:

� Ninety-five percent of cosmetologists/aestheticians 
� 89% of barbers
� 83% of massage therapists
� nearly 60% of bakers and pastry chefs 
� 52% of veterinary technicians are trained in private 

sector colleges and universities 



Direct Patient Care Depends on Private Sector 
Colleges and Universities
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� 1/6 of all registered nurses
� 83% of all medical assistants
� 78% of all vocational/practical nurses and assistants
� 64% of all dental technicians
AND
� One out of every four health science graduates 

in the nation

are produced by private sector career colleges and 
universities.



What It All Means
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� Private sector career colleges and universities will 
supply about 9 million of the jobs required between 
2015 and 2025

� Entire industries (and society) depends on career 
colleges
¡ Direct patient care would collapse without career college 

graduates

� There is no viable alternative in post-secondary 
education to private sector colleges and universities



Career Colleges Are Well Placed

Career colleges are better placed than any sector of higher 
education to innovatively respond to the current highly 
disruptive influences affecting post-secondary education.

� Industry Relationships and Focus
� Applied, Career Focused Curricula
� Nimble and Open to Change

But we have to be MUCH better at these things than we are 
now.
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S T R A T E G I E S  F O R  S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y
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How to Survive and Thrive



Your Future

Some substantial number of schools will 
merge/reorganize/close over the next ten years, but 
individual institutions can influence their own fates, if they 
have a plan.

� We have a good idea of what it will take to survive and 
thrive

� All shared strategies are within an institution’s control
� As more institutions close, supply will get closer to demand
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The Biggest Barrier to Survival

Denial
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What We’re Missing

“For too long, colleges — public and private, liberal arts and 
research-driven, rural and urban — have operated as if 
they’re solely in the higher-education business rather than in 
the broader postsecondary-education sector.”

Bill Conley, Director of Admissions, Bucknell University
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The Survival Model

What do we know about schools that are doing well?
� Dynamic Leadership
� Innovation, Innovation, Innovation
� Deep Industry Collaboration
� Aggressive Partnerships
� Alternative and High Margin Revenue Streams
� Differentiation in the Market (Programs, Services, Delivery, etc.)
� Customer Value
� Licensure Programs/Programs Required for Employment
� Finance as a Core Competency
� Really, Really Good at Basics
� Success Culture
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The Central Role of Innovation

� The most effective “antidote” to perpetual change is 
perpetual innovation.

� Schools that see everything as dynamic and in flux rather 
than fixed in time or space find it easy to innovate.

� Addressing in demand skills and employability should be 
the core focus of innovation.
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Giving Customers What They Want/Value

The most important elements of the student value 
proposition:

� Shortest Possible Completion Time
� Highest Possible Employability
� Most Value for the Money*

*There is very little elasticity left in pricing, but students will pay a modest 
premium for some outcomes and limited debt.
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Institutional Characteristics/Success Culture
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� Entrepreneurial, People-Focused Leadership
� Open to Change
� Capacity and Encouragement to Experiment/Embrace Risk
� Nimble Decision Making and Organizational Agility 
� Empowered, Collaborative, Autonomous People
� Team-Oriented and Collegial
� Ability to Scale (core competencies)
� Very Clear Identity
� Enlightened, Engaged Board/Ownership

Focus on 
sustainability 

over short 
term gains.



Highest Growth IHEs
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Not “One Size Fits All” Strategies:

� SNHU (Marketing and Student Services)
� Grand Canyon U (Affordability, Affinity, Online)
� WGU (CBE and Referrals)
� Pima Medical (Student Value, Partnerships)
� ASU (Partnerships and Marketing)
� U of Cumberlands (Online Graduate Programs)
� Colorado Christian U (Affinity, High School Partnerships)
� Capella/Strayer U (CBE, Marketing, Partnerships)
� Fortis-SLC (Culture, Market-Driven Programs)



Summary

� The current pace of change is unprecedented and the 
implications are profound—but it’s not a mystery!

� Contraction in higher education is substantial and will 
continue for at least the near future, but “post-secondary” 
education will grow.

� The Proprietary Sector has an essential role to play if it can 
adapt and continue to provide a compelling value 
proposition.

� Innovation is essential to legitimacy and survival.
� It is possible to survive and thrive, but you need a plan.
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Contact Information
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Wallace K. Pond, Ph.D.
www.WallaceKPond.com
wkp@wallacekpond.com

719-247-0486

Consulting services available in a broad range of 
education, organizational, and 

management/leadership development areas, including 
interim senior leadership roles
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